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Who are we? 
The Relationships Foundation, established in 1993, is a Cambridge-based 
independent think tank seeking a better connected society. 

What do we do? 
We study the effect that culture, business and government have on relationships. 
We create new ideas for strengthening social connections, campaign on issues 
where relationships are being undermined, and train and equip people to think 
relationally for themselves.

How do we work? 
We work with a wide range of leaders in politics, business, the academic world 
and public services to implement relational ideas. Our approach goes beyond the 
traditional left-right political distinction, working with any party or group that wants 
to engage with us. 
 



Relationships are important

They are vital for our wellbeing  increasing health, happiness and life 
expectancy.

The relational capital of companies is a large part of their value, and key to 
innovation, efficiency and competitive advantage.

The capacity of public services to make a difference in people’s lives depends 
on their relationship with users, within and between professions, and with 
partner agencies.

Their breakdown brings about huge risks and costs.

Getting relationships right is the most important agenda in public policy, public 
services, business, communities and in our personal lives.

It's a challenging agenda  but we believe it can be done.
 

Relationships are the missing piece of the political puzzle. As we 
struggle to adapt to the domination of the bottom line the factor 
invariably omitted from the equation is relationships.

Lindsay Tanner, Labour Minister for Finance, Australia

What makes us happy, above all, is a sense of belonging – strong 
relationships with friends, family and the immediate world around us.

David Cameron, Conservative Leader 

–

–
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. . . but they are fragile

Most people believe that relationships are important, but that knowledge is no 
guarantee of good practice. Relationships are fragile, easily broken under 
pressure and casually disregarded.

We like the idea of commitment and people having personal obligations to us, 
but we also enjoy being free to do our own thing when we want. When conflict 
arises weak relationships fail.

In business there is an acceptance that relationships are a good thing, but, 
when under pressure financially, staff relationships can be the first thing to go.

and easily ignored 

They are taken for granted in the target-driven culture of our public 
services with no box to tick reflecting time spent building trusting relationships.

They are not prioritised in the boardroom where the desire to satisfy the 
short-term interests of shareholders often works to the detriment of other 
stakeholders such as employees.

They are overlooked by policymakers when too narrow a focus on 
economic growth and market efficiency leads to legislation which takes 
insufficient account of community and family life.

with devastating consequences

When relationships go wrong, the consequences are damaged lives, failed 
organisations and increased social, economic and environmental costs.
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Relationships take many forms

Organisational Partnerships in public service; company structures;
customers and suppliers; investors and regulators

Interpersonal         Families – couples, parents, grandparents, extended
              families; friends and neighbours; work colleagues;
              doctors and carers; teachers and pupils

Group           Between professions; between communities; between
ethnic groups; between generations

Every relationship is different 

Each person has many relationships and each of these is unique. Consider an 
average day – breakfast, commuting, emails, working, lunch, meetings, phone 
calls, dinner, family-time, socialising, watching TV and sleeping. Our lives involve 
a variety of people in a range of contexts. 

We relate to family, friends, bosses, colleagues, and staff, customers and 
service providers – of different genders, races, religions and political persuasion.

Relationships are important because they can influence a broad range of 
outcomes, but they are also significant in, and of, themselves. There is no 
one-size-fits-all model to be prescribed. 
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. . . but there are common elements

A relationship consists of:

Communication  a series of encounters either face-to-face or mediated 
by another person or technology

Time – shaped by the experience of past encounters and the expectation of 
future encounters
 

Information – where the breadth of knowledge we have of a person or 
organisation influences how we interpret and respond 

Power – expressed in terms of respect, participation in decisions and the fair 
sharing of risk and reward 

Purpose – shared goals, shared values and ways of resolving differences 

and benefits

Practical support – help with the weekly shop

Physical health – married people live longer and are healthier

Social development – our sense of self and social skills

Improved capacity – can cope with more by sharing the load 

Opportunity and Access – to education and  jobs 

–
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Relationships shape us

It is the quality of our relationships that, more than anything else, 
determines our happiness, fulfilment and the sense of a life well lived.

Sir Jonathan Sacks, Chief Rabbi

for good
Supportive, positive relationships and social belonging are our greatest source 

of wellbeing. Happiness, joy, love, security, commitment and belonging are 
rooted in relationships. Business decisions are essentially no more than choices 
about who to relate to, how to make entering these relationships more desirable, 
and how to make them more valuable.

So what really does affect us? Seven factors stand out: family 
relationships, our financial situation, our work, our community and 
friends, our health, our personal freedom and our personal values. 
Except for health and income, they are all concerned with the quality of 
our relationships.

Lord Layard

and for bad
Relationships are our greatest source of pain. Separation, abuse, and conflict 
are all consequences of failed relationships. Broken relationships reduce trust 
causing hurt between individuals and increasing transaction costs in business.

We are experiencing a period of family meltdown whose effects will be 
as catastrophic as the meltdown of the ice caps. . . . It will be more 
destructive than any economic decline caused by international market 
or financial movements triggered by mismanagement by financial 
institutions.

Mr Justice Coleridge

The negative consequences of some relationships only proves how important it 
is to build good healthy relationships.
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. . . so what makes the difference?

Outcomes: trust, accountability, participation, growth, 
understanding, synergy

The difference between a good and a bad relationship can clearly be judged by 
the outcome. 

Experience: being connected, stories that convey meaning 
and belonging, being known and understood, mutual respect, 
shared purpose

The outcome of a relationship is determined by the experience of the parties 
involved.

Values: stable, fair, committed, responsible

The experience of the parties is shaped by the values of those involved.
 

We need to be clear and intentional about our priorities not leaving relationships 
as by-products of decisions driven by other concerns.

Relational analysis offers a fresh insight into some of the perennial 

challenges: health, education, family, employment, wellbeing. 

And, because of the interconnectedness of many of today's social problems, a 
relational approach also informs the way we work. Those who collaborate 
across professions, disciplines and partisan divides continue to originate 
innovative and workable contributions to the public debate.
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Relationships are under pressure
We are all part of a society that puts the relationships we say are important, 
under intolerable pressure.

The challenges are:

Time – which raises the obvious tension of work/life balance, but also raises 
important questions such as whether teachers have sufficient time to help 
troublesome children.

Consumerism – the equation of personal happiness and wellbeing with 
the purchase of material possessions and consumption undermines
relationships.

Debt – 10.7 million people suffer relationship problems because of financial 
worries and money is the top cause of arguments between couples.

Conflict – division between ethnic groups can put severe strain on
community relations.

Individualism – which may lead to relationships being viewed as only 
important to the extent to which they support personal preferences and desires.

Mobility – labour mobility can lead to growth and opportunity, but can weaken 
extended families and the support they provide. You can't help an elderly 
relative find their pills over the phone.
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. . . but we can build a society that 
sustains relationships

Relationships are the neglected dimension of our thinking – the elephant in the 
room.

We can build a society that influences and is influenced by relationships. The 
state has an important role to play, but it is one of many actors. 

The choice is not between relationships and something else – we cannot live 
and work outside relationships – but between different kinds of relationship.

The strategy:

Motivation – encouraging people to value relationships

Policy already shapes behaviour, for example in relation to smoking 
and recycling. It does shape relational choices and should do so 
intentionally. 

Opportunity – enabling better relationships and the exercise of 
responsibility within them

People often want to assist others but need help to do so. An example 
would be the use of housing policy to enable extended families to live 
in close proximity to provide more welfare for one another.

 Support – helping those with few or broken relationships

Finance can provide a buffer, reducing the pressure on relationships; it 
can also can give vulnerable people greater control and reduce 
unhealthy dependency in relationships.
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Relationships are complex 

Are complex systems best left to personal choice and market forces? Do we 
want the state to intervene? There are so many models and competing theories. 
If the experts don't agree, what can we do? Life's complex enough – why make 
it more so?

Economics is complex, but that doesn't stop us studying the markets, 
deciding between competing theories and intervening when necessary.

The environment is complex, but that doesn't mean we don't try to 
understand it and protect it.

Relationships are complex, but that is no excuse to abdicate all 
responsibility for them. 

require deliberate intent
Policy does influence relationships and should do so intentionally. Often this is 
best done at a local level where there are more direct relationships and the 
costs and benefits are felt more acutely.

and integration
A relational perspective is not counter to economic growth, but rather integrates 
economic, social and environmental concerns. The development of mature 
relationships will have a long-term positive economic impact, as well as reducing 
pressures on natural resources and public expenditure.

There is some ambivalence about relationships due to the responsibility they 
bring. There are constraints, as well as the positives of support, connectedness 
and expanded opportunities. 
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. . . but we can influence them 

There is a need to address both internal and external influences. 

We can structure the conversation and focus on the things that can be managed 
and changed.

Throughout the Relationships Foundation’s history of working with a variety of 
complex relationships we have developed a model highlighting the common 
elements of all relationships.
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Actions and choices have consequences

When a government department or a company considers a new policy, they 
begin by assessing the economic cost. Increasingly, due to legal requirements, 
the environmental impact or cost is also considered. Sadly, there is currently 
little obligation to assess the impact of a policy proposal on relationships. 

When a business wants to change its opening hours, it does not have to 
consider how this will affect the time workers have with their families. In 
encouraging lone parents to work, the government does not have to assess the 
relational impact, to check whether the cost to families might outweigh the 
financial savings. Ignoring the relational costs has led to the host of social 
problems. 

Governments and companies must factor the relational costs into their business 
plans. 

It would be a happier world if civil servants were required at the end of 
every policy paper they wrote to include a paragraph assessing its 
relational implications for the society they are serving.

Sir Joe Pilling, former Permanent Secretary, 
at the Northern Ireland Office

Relational thinking offers a fresh approach to health, education, family, 
employment and wellbeing. 

We live in a world of ever-increasing complexity. The degree to which future 
governments achieve clarity of purpose, by addressing the three dimensions of 
‘true national wealth’ in an integrated way, will critically shape the society we 
leave to our children and grandchildren.
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We must begin Triple Testing 

Successful integration of the three dimensions of public policy will require a 
coordinated response across government departments.This will comprise

development of clearly established economic, environmental and 

social objectives relating to all areas of government. It includes:

Agreement on a framework for policy assessment that addresses 
all three dimensions

Adoption of a language beyond economics that effectively 
communicates economic, environmental and social goals so as to engage the 
community and other stakeholder groups

Agreement on appropriate measures for the relational 
aspects of the social dimension

An organisational response within government so that 
responsibility, accountability and funding are aligned, taking into account 
departmental boundaries and multiple levels of government

 

Staffing and training within public service departments to ensure 
competence in conducting integrated policy assessments

Immediate attention to critical pressure points in people's lives 
and for the natural environment
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Relational thinking 
The Relationships Foundation is involved in the following:

Living
Working time and family life; relational choices; relational 

finance; extended family welfare syndicates; relational communities – Citylife 
employment bond scheme

Politics
Pursuing 'true national wealth';  politics of time, not just money;

campaigning for the adoption of 'The Triple Test'; seeking the introduction 
of Relational Impact Assessments; reforming capitalism and individualism by 

promoting relational thinking;  supporting international peace-building 
initiatives in Darfur 

Public Services
Work on establishing and maintaining key relationships amongst health and 

social care providers; relationships education programme; police 

and criminal justice – relational justice; work evaluating and improving key 
relationships in the prison service; co-location housing proposals; improved 

partnership and collaboration between service providers; local funding and 
accountability

Business
Relational leaders – management  and consultancy tools; relational 
company charter and index; relational business audit tools; sustainable 

success; relational ratings proposal for businesses
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Why the Relationships Foundation?

The Relationships Foundation is a Cambridge-based think tank founded in 1993 
by Dr Michael Schluter. From the start we recognised that relationships, were 
often undermined in organisations, public services and policy decisions. Our 
vision is to build towards values which hold out the promise of furnishing a moral 
consensus upon which a modern, pluralist society might be built. The essential 
conviction that we are not selfish autonomous individuals, nor a mass 
undifferentiated collective, but persons-in-relationship, changes everything. 

Many organisations take the economic perspective as their starting point; and a 
growing number begin from the perspective of the environment. The 
Relationships Foundation recognises the central importance of both these 
approaches to questions about how we live our lives together. But we take as 
our starting point the centrality of human relationships, for it is in relationships 
that we define our identity and recognise our wellbeing. 
 
We believe that the essential building blocks of a good society are good 
relationships, from family and community to public service and business. Public 
policy is never neutral and we argue  that policy-makers and implementers 
should always test their proposals not only to ensure, as far as is possible, that 
these do not damage existing relational links, but also to see if ways can be 
found to encourage people increasingly to connect with each other.

In the past, alongside ongoing conceptual development, the Relationships 
Foundation has worked on specific issues concerning the family, employment, 
business, finance, education, health and justice. At the moment we are engaged 
in a number of surveys of personal and national wellbeing.  Many of the findings 
of our surveys will be published in a series of pamphlets. 

We are also pursuing a campaign for properly integrated public policy in which 
all policy ideas and legislative proposals should be subject to the Triple Test - 
economic, environmental and social/relational.   

Michael Trend
Executive Director, The Relationships Foundation
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Our Values

Family networks  for the love, support and welfare of the individual within the 
extended family

Personal and family rootedness – to facilitate access to support networks, the 
building of strong local neighbourhoods and  participation in community life

A shared national culture – to foster inclusion and cohesion

Justice and reconciliation – to restore relationships as the basis for achieving 
peace and social harmony

The wide distribution of political power and economic assets – to promote 
accountability and community development

The use of money and other resources, and the structuring of financial systems 
– to foster healthy commercial, social and international relations

Influencing organisations to think relationally – to uphold a social environment in 
which relationships thrive

Fulfilling duties – particularly to those who are disadvantaged either relationally 
or materially. People are responsible both for their own relationships and for the 
impact of their actions on others

–
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